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Abstract

This document contains supplementary information to the Paper “Capture and Statistical Modeling of Arm-Muscle

Deformations”. Here, we describe the logistics of acquiring training data from human subjects, such that the space

of muscle deformations is well sampled with respect to the variations in pose, body shape and external forces. We

explain the different captured training motions of muscle exercises, and illustrate them with renderings of 3D

reconstructions. We shall release information in this supplementary document, along with practical details related

to the 3D reconstruction procedure, as a technical report after the publication of this paper.

1. Dataset

Here, we describe in detail the motions that are part of our

dataset. All in all, we recorded 370 motions from 10 different

subjects, each of a length of around 100 frames. After taking

out 7 motions for cross validation experiments, we are left

with ≈ 32,000 meshes for training. For recording, we stick

to a strict protocol of motions to be recorded. We first let the

10 subjects perform the same predefined arm articulations,

first without external load, then with external load. Finally,

some free motions differing between subjects are recorded.

We now give some details concerning the motions.

1.1. Articulations with external load

The subjects were asked to repeat the following motions

with a barbell in hand. After one motion was recorded,

the barbell weight was raised in the following way: 0.5kg,

1.0kg, 2.0kg, 4.0kg, 7.5kg, 10.0kg, 14.0kg, 17.75kg. We

stopped when the subjects could not lift the weights any-

more.

Arm Flexion in Supination This is the classical biceps curl

move, the palm of the hand facing upwards. Practices mainly

biceps brachii. Figure 3(a).

Figure 1: Sampling density of the ≈ 32,000 data points in

our dataset with respect to the most important degrees of

motion of the arm: Shoulder adduction/abduction and elbow

extension/flexion. Data points plotted as plus symbols in low

opacity. The blue and yellow lines show example elbow curl

and shoulder abduction motions. The red points are the clus-

ter centers, used as basis points by our sparse kernel-learning

method.
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Figure 2: Directions of external forces in our dataset in the relative coordinate frame of the lower arm, rendered as lines in 3

orthogonal projections in the x-, y-, and z-plane; and in context of the arm template mesh.

Arm Flexion in Pronation The same biceps curl, but with

the palm of the hand facing towards the ground. Mainly prac-

tices biceps brachii and brachialis muscle. Figure 3(b).

Arm Extension This motion is targeted at the triceps mus-

cle and starts with the upper body position horizontal to the

ground. For this, a bench was put inside the capture volume

so that subjects could rest with the left arm on the bench

while recording the right arm. The arm is then moved from

a flexed position and extended upwards. Figure 3(c).

Shoulder Abduction and Adduction The extended arm is

lifted up within the coronal plane. Practices mainly deltoid

and supraspinatus muscle. Figure 3(d).

Shoulder Upward Rotation While shoulder abduction up

to 90◦ is performed by rotation in the glenohumeral joint,

further rotation upwards is performed by a rotation of the

scapula and even the spine. We capture this motion sepa-

rately, with the elbow flexed upwards. The exercise we chose

to capture this is called the military press in body building. It

exercises deltoid, trapezius, pectoralis major and serratus an-

terior muscles around the shoulder and in the back. The tri-

ceps also requires activation to extend the arm. Figure 3(e).

1.2. Articulations without external load

The rest of the motions were recorded just once without any

external load.

Shoulder Flex The shoulder is lifted upwards within the

sagittal plane. Figure 3(f).

Shoulder Spin 1 Rotation of the shoulder is performed

while the elbow is flexed. Figure 3(g).

Shoulder Spin 2 Rotation of the shoulder is performed

while the elbow is extended. We specifically ask the subjects

to exercise the full rotational motion. This is an interesting

motion since the observed deformations are hard to gener-

ate with classical skinning methods from computer graphics.

Figure 3(h).

Transverse Extension of the Shoulder The shoulder is ro-

tated in the transverse plane while the elbow is flexed. This

exposes the scapula and (depending on the body shape) other

parts of the glenuhumeral joint at the extreme angles. Fig-

ure 3(i).

Lifting 1 and 2 This motion performs flexing of the elbow

joint and abduction of the shoulder joint at the same time.

A similar motion is repeated after rotation of the shoulder,

Figure 3(j) and Figure 3(k).

1.3. Additional Motions

We additionally asked each subject to perform some free ar-

ticulated motions. Those motions show extensive flexing of

the shoulder, dancing, freestyle articulations of the arm, box-

ing, and drinking. We use some of those for cross validation

and leave them out from training. Usually, those motions are

a bit longer (sometimes up to 500 frames). We show four

of these motions in Figure 4. Our dataset is designed to suf-

ficiently sample the pose, body shape and force parameter

dimensions serving as input to our model. We illustrate the

dense sampling of the input parameter space in Fig. 1.

1.4. Questionnaire

The participating subjects were asked to fill out a question-

naire mainly asking for their experience with strength train-

ing as well as the frequency and kind of sports they perform,

Figure 5. We additionally measure height and weight of the

subject, and use a commercially available body scale (beurer

BF 100 body complete) to measure body fat, muscle propor-

tion, and bone mass.

2. Modeling External Load

We want to point out that even though we use only free

weights which point towards the direction of gravity, by

varying the body pose of the torso and of the lower and upper

arm, we effectively sample in different directions relative to

the participating lines of action of the muscles. In Figure 2,

we plot the force direction rotated into the local coordinate
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of the lower arm in 3D. Our statistical model uses this vec-

tor as input parameter to learn the impact of external force

on muscle bulges. We observed that some areas are weakly

covered, especially the pulling and pushing in the longitudi-

nal direction of the arm. However, in many practically im-

portant directions the sampling is very dense. Figure 2 also

shows that some directions of external force were only cap-

tured with small magnitude. This is easy to explain by the

difference in strength of the different muscles in the arm,

for example a shoulder abduction is much harder to perform

with weight compared to a flexion of the lower arm.

3. Details about the Skinning Method

We used exponential maps for blending rotations to avoid the

commonly known artifacts of linear blend skinning. Here we

explain this in detail. The rigid pose-dependent body part ro-

tation per triangle Ra, are obtained by quaternion blend skin-

ning given blending weights on each triangle and rigid body

rotation. The rigid rotations R j of the body parts j are either

given by the articulated motion estimation (described in the

paper) in the training phase or from input data such as user

input or motion capture in the testing phase. To obtain the

per-triangle rotation Ra, we use the blending weights α1,α2

for the two nearby body parts (e.g. upper and lower arm),

as well as the corresponding part rotations R1 and R2. We

blend the rotations in axis-angle representation (also called

rotation vectors) in the following way, for each triangle,

ra = exp(α2log(RT
1 R2)), (1)

and implicitely assume α1 +α2 = 1. Here, log (the log map

from SO(3) to so(3)) and exp (the exponential map from

so(3) to SO(3)) represent the functions for converting 3×3

rotation matrices into the axis-angle representation and back.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

(k)

Figure 3: Motions recorded in our dataset. Please refer to the text for details. Notice that this only shows the set of basic motions

we record for every subject, we additionally recorded free articulated motions.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Subset of additional recorded motions, different for each subject. (a) Dance motion, part of training set; (b) Freestyle

motion, not part of training set, used for cross validation; (c) Boxing, not part of training set, used for cross validation; (d)

shoulder spin, not part of training, used for cross validation
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Questionaire, subject id: _______________________
for the study “Reconstruction, Analysis, and Modeling of muscle deformations”

● Age and Job

____ years,   occupation: _______________________________________
 

● Physical Constitution
a. How frequently (in the last 3 months) did you actively train and/or perform sports 

(choose one)

❑ no sports at all
❑ 1-2 times a week
❑ 2-3 times a week
❑ more then 3 times a week

a. What kind of sports do you perform regularly (in hours per week)

_____ hours of endurance/coordination training (such as jogging, biking, soccer, 
yoga, ...)

_____ hours of strength training or body building
 

b. Do you have body body building experience?

❑ None at all
❑ Yes, for ____ years
 

2. Body shape measurements (to be filled out by study manager)

____ kg weight ____ m height ____ wing span arms
 

3. Body shape analysis using body fat scale (to be filled out by study manager)

____ %  body fat overall     ____ % in upper body     ____ % in lower body

____ % muscle proportion  ____ % in upper body    ____ % in lower body

____ kg bone mass
 

Figure 5: Questionaire used during the study. Items 1 and 2 are filled out after measuring the subject using a commercially

available body fat scale.
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